ARTIST STATEMENT
- REQUIRED -
Explain how your work relates to the theme of
"The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

1. What brand and model of camera did you use?

2. What kind of process was used to prepare your photograph?

3. Location and date of shot:

4. Dimensions of picture: L ________ W ________
Dimensions with matting (NO frames): L ________ W ________

4. Explain your artistic process:

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
Music Composition
Information Form

Title of Artwork: ____________________________

ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -
Explain how your work relates to the theme of
"The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

1. Are there singers/instrumentalists? If so, how many and what are their names?
   ____________________________________________________________

2. Are there instruments? If so, what instruments?
   ____________________________________________________________

3. If you used music composition software, what kind did you use?
   ____________________________________________________________

4. Explain your artistic process:
   ____________________________________________________________

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
Film Production Information Form

Title of Artwork: ________________________________

ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -

Explain how your work relates to the theme of "The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."

Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.

(Please write as legibly as possible)

1. What is the brand and model of camera that you used? ________________________________

2. If you used editing software, what kind did you use? ________________________________

3. If you used background music, what is the title? ________________________________

4. Who is the performing artist or musical group? ________________________________

5. Who is the composer? ________________________________ Who wrote the lyrics? ________________________________

6. List the names of the people who appeared in this film. ________________________________

7. Explain your artistic process: ________________________________

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
Title of Artwork: ________________________________

ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -

Explain how your work relates to the theme of
"The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

Explain your artistic process: ________________________________

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
Title of Artwork: ____________________________________________

ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -

Explain how your work relates to the theme of
"The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

1. Describe the medium or type of visual art you developed (e.g., crayons, collage, oil on canvas, etc.)

2. Dimensions of picture: L _______ W _______

   Dimensions with matting (NO frames): L _______ W _______

3. Explain your artistic process: ____________________________________________

__________________________________________

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -

Explain how your work relates to the theme of "The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

1. Describe the medium or type of art you developed (e.g., clay, foam, art sticks, etc.):

2. Dimensions of artwork: Length ________ Width ________ Height ________

3. Explain your artistic process:

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)
Title of Artwork: ____________________________________________

ARTIST STATEMENT

- REQUIRED -
Explain how your work relates to the theme of
"The World Would Be A Better Place If ..."
Minimum 1 sentence, Maximum 100 words.
(Please write as legibly as possible)

______________

1. What is the title of the dance music? ______________________

2. Who is the performing artist or musical group? ______________

3. Who is the composer? _________________________________

4. Who wrote the lyrics? _________________________________

5. Explain your artistic process: ___________________________

______________________________

Attach this sheet to artwork as instructed in specific arts instructions along with the Student Entry Form and Consent Form (if needed)